Malware Analysis Report
Trying not to walk in the dark woods.
A way out of the Maze
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Introduction
After numerous ransomware attacks since its appearance in May 2019, the popular
Maze Team recently claimed to end its activity through a press release on its website.
The Maze Team is responsible for the development and maintenance of the Maze
Ransomware, one of the most advanced and infamous piece of malware in today's
threat landscape, and has been the first adversary to adopt the Double Extortion
technique, which allows attackers to maximize their chance of making profit asking
ransom payment both from operation recovering and from avoid the disclosure of
victims stolen data. Indeed, while for a period of time other threat actors had only
threatened to release stolen information if the ransom wouldn't get paid, Maze Team
first created a DLS (Dedicated Leak Site) where to publish data if victims refuse to pay
or were not collaborative.
Maze Team operates opportunistically mainly against targets concentrated in United
States and Europe regardless of countries where victims are located, except for those
in the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), which suggests that its operators
could operate from those geographical areas.
Instead, the actor has no particular preference for targeted sectors. Over time, in fact,
the group targeted organizations and companies operating in many fields including
Industry, Finance, Aviation, Automotive, Transportation, Government, NGO,
Hospitality, Healthcare, Energy etc.etc. On 01/11/2020, however, Maze Team
announced its project has officially closed, as shown in the image below

Official Maze Team press release
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Before that date, however, Maze Team posed a very serious threat to many
organizations. Among these were also those operating in the healthcare field
especially in the spring of 2020, when this sector was most in crisis due to the spread
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
For this reason, in March 2020, Telsy Threat Intelligence Research Team developed
and tested a vaccine to prevent files encryption operated by variants of popular Maze
Ransomware. The vaccine has been made available to Telsy customers, to some
Italian and international entities operating in the healthcare sector and has been
released on closed communities to trusted individuals only. Obviously, it was not made
public from the beginning to prevent the Maze Team from being able to change the
algorithm behind its piece of malware.
Now, after the claimed end of Maze project, Telsy Threat Intelligence Research Team
decided to publicly release its mutex-based vaccine, briefly explaining the features of
this software in the following sections.

Insights
Maze Ransomware encrypts all the user files by using both ChaCha and RSA
algorithm. For each encrypted file, the malware appends to its name a randomgenerated extension (i.e. “file.txt.X2SEb”), keeping the old one.
When the encryption phase is completed, it changes the desktop background with the
following one

Desktop background after Maze infection
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The instruction to follow in order to restore the original files is contained into “DECRYPTFILES.txt”, a plain-text file written in each folder of the machine. It is similar to the following

DECRYPT-FILES.txt

The file also contains an URL which includes a sort of victim ID (highlighted in the
above image) that is calculated at runtime during the malware execution. Monitoring
the execution, we have notice that the malware creates a Windows Mutex using this
victim ID to prevent double executions. So, if the mutex already exists, the malware
stops its encryption phase, leaving all the files unchanged. The mutex acts like a
malware kill-switch. So, if it were possible to predict the mutex name, we could register
it before the malware can do it, blocking its execution. To build our mutex-based
vaccine for this malware, it is necessary understand how it creates the mutex names.
Analyzing one potential mutex value as “83dd0ccd3f1e891”, we can notice that the
last part of it contains the Serial Number of the system volume: “03F1-E891” without
the initial “0” and the character “-”. The first part of the mutex name is calculated in a
more complex way. Tracing the “wsprintfW” function in the debugger, we can
understand that this string is calculated starting from the domain name and the
machine name, combined as “DOMAINNAME\PCNAME”.
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This information is manipulated using a custom algorithm in order to obtain the code
it embeds into Mutex name, as visible in the ECX register of the following debugger
screen:

Using this information, we replicated the malware algorithm allowing us to predict the
mutex name starting from the domain name, PC name and Volume Serial Number.
We created a simple script able to calculate the mutex name and to register a new
system mutex with the purpose of prevent the Maze ransomware encryption.
To make the program execution easy, we compiled the script into an executable,
named “Maze_vaccine.exe”. Unfortunately, Windows deletes all unreferenced
mutexes. So, to make the mutex persistent, after its registration, the program sleeps
its execution forever, thus its process will be always visible in the task manager.
The vaccine has been tested against a broad spectrum of Maze Ransomware variants
but it’s always possible that is not able to protect against all evolutions of the threat in
question. As for the systems, the vaccine has been tested on Windows 7 x86, x64 and
Windows 10 x64. Telsy CTI Research Team recommends copying the executable file
into startup folder, %APPDATA%\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu\Programs\Startup
to start the vaccine at every system boot.

Use case
In some environments the Maze vaccine was used to complement existing endpoint
security software above all through the "always on" feature that some of these offer.
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A Piece of Code
The code of the Maze Ransomware vaccine is available at our GitHub page:

Type

Value

URL

https://github.com/telsy-cyberops/research/tree/master/coronavirus/Maze/MazeRansomware/

Indicators of Compromise
Type

Value

SHA256

24da3ccf131b8236d3c4a8cc29482709531232ef9c9cba38266b908439dea063

SHA256

2a6c602769ac15bd837f9ff390acc443d023ee62f76e1be8236dd2dd957eef3d

SHA256

dee863ffa251717b8e56a96e2f9f0b41b09897d3c7cb2e8159fcb0ac0783611b

SHA256

33afa2f1d53d5279b6fc87ce6834193fdd7e16e4b44e895aae4b9da00be0c502

SHA256

5603a16cbf81d183d3ff4ffea5477af1a4be01321865f0978c0e128051ec0a82

SHA256

877c439da147bab8e2c32f03814e3973c22cbcd112d35bc2735b803ac9113da1

SHA256

a9524de985a3ecc43e11dd7c051a4bbfe08c3d71cde98ea9bb6ea7f32c0cb174

SHA256

58fe9776f33628fd965d1bcc442ec8dc5bfae0c648dcaec400f6090633484806

SHA256

b345697c16f84d3775924dc17847fa3ff61579ee793a95248e9c4964da586dd1

SHA256

6568e9ac34905c32255bab713c259d76fab2c162be84d913ab0076a05e2605c3

SHA256

91514e6be3f581a77daa79e2a4905dcbdf6bdcc32ee0f713599a94d453a26fc1

SHA256

9be70b7fe15cd64aed5b1adc88c2d5270bce534d167c4a42d143ae0059c3da1c

SHA256

be15c80ff19aa41daab5e811eb5daabf6eb01471ae915e0642bf04f481a7f55b

SHA256

e053c0b1b307d4bb22e7128fa2d61ac5c2b8c8c9cd0c2a4473923574cda58172

SHA256

6b81e51375b6424aa9e77bdaf56fb50298a8defda34fd42100eb0dc070f18c43

SHA256

a5a0e5e73fc80dd5e70e1874a060b8a7c2c25b26aec5f54b123771a8535d1c56

SHA256

5c9b7224ffd2029b6ce7b82ea40d63b9d4e4f502169bc91de88b4ea577f52353

SHA256

767e8ba21d351fa1d93dbd9224d60b29b806221c9c5d30f24c6a4a5f73f3a6c1

SHA256

b5e2a46be3b657aeb2dec4b3d0ff4834bf369be7d17c3d15a84600b093fd0f66

SHA256

3553e60605178bcddcb6243f33b8d9b472c0500a26c1f4c4c3ff36e129cee9b3

SHA256

65774dcf6d6e9a55be4250a1c95c93a92913bdbfcffce66af4bf7c8f4719489c

SHA256

4e2554b448424859b508433e6c4a043718343febc7894a849f446dd197b47d1e
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